In 751 was published the Kaifuso—an anthology of
poems in Chinese style, which gradually give place to the
shorter lyric epigrams of Japan, notes of a passing mood
or impression in five or three lines each. Other anthologies
begin to vie in quantity but not in quality with those of
China. The Manyoshu, 'bundle of ten thousand leaves*,
is the most famous, and Hitomaru, who died in 737,
may be compared with Lipo in his love of nature and his
praise of court beauties. But his poems and those of his
age have their own qualities—extreme brevity and vivid
impressionism, and though poetry is at present a hobby
of scholar and court lady, it is before many centuries
to become a national pastime. To trace the spread of such
arts among the masses is one of the most interesting tasks
of the historian. This is a typical poem by Hito-maru:
The sky is a sea, where the douds move shiplike,
The moon is a galleon, sailing to the stars.
Akahito is another nature-lover, in whom a poignant
sense of the transiency of the world, which is essentially
Buddhist, plays delicately upon the native Japanese delight
in Nature:
A fine spring day—no frost nor wind;
But thou, fair dower, fadest fast in death.
These are typical poems chosen by Monsieur Grousset
from the tenth-century Kokinshu, whose editor Tsurayuki
says, €the song of the nightingale, the croaking of the frog,
are themselves poems: all that lives breathes poetry and
sings its song*.
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Nor is this age less remarkable for its political achieve-
ments and social readjustments. The process of cen-
tralization begun by Shotoku was carried on by the
Emperors Tenchi (662-71), Shomu (724-49), and others/
and a series of reforms and codes reveals Japan in the
throes of adapting Chinese legislation to fit her national
needs, and her different social structure. Here too the

